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Abstract

Cash transfers are now a ubiquitous tool for social protection in low- and middle-income
countries, and have generated a correspondingly large program evaluation literature. From
the point of view of optimal public finance, however, some decisive issues remain unclear.
We emphasize, in particular, the incidence of transfers within as well as across households;
the incremental value and optimal design of transfers in the presence of financial market
frictions; and their external effects. Work on these issues will be particularly valuable if it
is distributed less unevenly across space than past research.
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1 Introduction

Cash transfers for social protection have reached very large scale, covering up to 1.4 billion
people in low- and middle-income countries (Gentilini et al., 2022). This is in part because
states’ capacity to deliver them has grown. It was once easier to give Indian farmers free
electricity than free money, so this was done despite the resulting environmental havoc. Now
things are different: governments can use national identification systems and digital payments
infrastructure (see Sukhtankar (2024) in this volume) including private sector innovations such
as mobile money. The pandemic both illustrated and accelerated these patterns. Togo delivered
cash transfers to a quarter of its adult population without “boots on the ground,” selecting them
based on meta-data about their mobile phone usage and enrolling and paying them over the
phone (Chowdhury et al., 2022).

It is also arguably a success story for evidence-based policy-making. High-quality research
on the impacts of some of the earliest cash transfer programs, such as Progressa in Mexico,
featured prominently in (successful) efforts by multinational organizations to promote subse-
quent adoption (Leisering, 2018, Chapter 4). The volume of high-quality evidence on the causal
effects of cash transfers is now very large, and its production has accelerated in recent years
(see Figure 1). With nine years elapsed since the last systematic review (Bastagli et al., 2016),
one might argue that the main task is to synthesize.

We offer an alternative perspective. Consider allocating a national budget to increase overall
well-being. How much should go to cash transfers as opposed to other forms of redistribution,
to public goods, and so on? This question lies at the heart of optimal public finance, and it
was echoed in many of the preparatory discussions we held with people in policy-making roles.
Their questions were often less about cash transfers per se than about getting the balance right
between transfers, infrastructure, and other priorities. On its own, no amount of evidence on
causal effects can answer these questions; one must take a stand on what the effects mean for
well-being—on valuation, in other words. And thinking of value in the usual economic sense of
equivalent variation leads to a learning agenda with priorities different from those reflected in
work to date.

We focus in particular on three frontiers that matter for optimal transfer policy. One
is characterizing the incidence of transfers not only across households but also within them.
There is compelling evidence of meaningful inequities within some households, to the particular
disadvantage of women. Deducing what this means for how much these households should be
given is an open problem, as is estimating how much intra-household allocation can be influenced
and at what cost through design changes such as issuing individuals their own transfers, into
their own bank accounts, etc.

Another is to work through how transfers interact with imperfections in markets for savings,
credit and insurance. In a world of imperfect financial markets, the value of transfers depends in
part on their contribution to solving the core problems of smoothing consumption and financing
investment. They might even contribute so much that there is no trade-off between equity
and efficiency. But it is not obvious how to move from such venerable conceptual points to
quantification. To illustrate, suppose we see treatment effects on investment and future earnings.
This could be because the transfer relaxed a credit constraint, but could also simply be because
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this was the only way to shift consumption into the future in the absence of reliable savings
vehicles. Nor is it yet clear how realistic it is to even try to target transfers to people for whom
they do relax financial constraints.

Financial market failures also imply that the structure of transfers is consequential. Without
well-performing financial markets, a lump sum is not the same as a stream of small payments;
money that shows up when school fees are due is not the same as money that shows up at
harvest time. There is an under-exploited opportunity to figure how to structure transfers in
light of this fact, identifying what works well for the financial (not to mention psychological)
lives of the recipients. Doing so may help bridge the somewhat artificial gap between thinking
about cash transfers “for” social protection and cash transfers “for” development.

A third frontier is measuring the externalities transfers induce. These include both fiscal
externalities (i.e. impacts on public revenue and public expenditure on other programs) that
affect the true cost of a transfer program, and economic externalities that affect its benefits. To
what degree can we expect economic stimulus via demand externalities, for example, or effects
on prices? Should governments take mitigating steps—informing traders in advance, building
all-weather roads, etc.? What about classic economic externalities—how does redistributing a
dollar affect deforestation, carbon emissions, and so on? There is a lot of open terrain here.

Finally, we highlight an opportunity to study these issues in places that have previously been
under-studied. India, for example, has 21% of the population but just 1.6% of the experimental
studies within low- and middle-income countries. Such unequal coverage may reflect in part a
chicken-and-egg problem: countries that do not try cash transfers generate little contextually
relevant evidence about them, and so remain uncertain whether to use them. It may also
reflect a degree of “physics envy,” or the hope that there exist deep economic parameters that
generalize across contexts. Economic logic, however, suggests that the particular quantities we
emphasize (e.g. the transfer multiplier) are likely to be far more contingent. It is thus quite
reasonable for decision-makers to ask, what should I expect to happen here?

2 What Questions?

Because cash transfers give recipients the freedom to choose what to do with the money, one
should expect them to affect many things. Some of the money will be spent on food, some
on healthcare, some on housing, some on investment projects, etc.; some recipients will adjust
the time they spend on work and leisure; and so on. This is indeed the picture we get from
experimental studies, which have (collectively) documented effects on a list of outcomes that
includes more or less everything development economists study, from health to education to
livelihoods to women’s empowerment all the way to suicide rates (Christian et al., 2019).

This raises the question where to focus. Which outcomes matter, and why? One can ask
this of any intervention, of course; it is just particularly salient for cash transfers. And when
the goal is to say something about how much to spend on transfers, the question boils down to
how to assign value to all of these outcomes. One simply cannot do program evaluation without
valuation. We sometimes forget this and refer to a collection of estimated causal effects as a
program evaluation, but it is not.
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Methodology here has become somewhat muddled. Some studies have asked whether cash
transfers are cost-effective at moving a particular outcome. But even the staunchest advocates
of cost-effectiveness analysis acknowledge that it is unclear how to apply it to interventions that
affect more than one outcome, which cash transfers (and arguably most other interventions)
do–both because individual people use them for many things, and because different people use
them differently. Asking whether unconditional transfers are a cost-effective way of increasing
schooling outcomes, for example, makes little sense if recipients spend the majority of the money
on something other than schooling—not because schooling is not a good and important thing,
but because the calculation effectively assigns a value of zero to everything else.

Other studies collapse several outcomes into weighted-average indices—partly, in our expe-
rience, to avoid referee demands for multiple hypothesis testing adjustments. An appropriately
constructed index can indeed be useful for the narrow goal of efficiently testing the null that
the intervention did nothing. But indices optimized for testing are not useful for valuation:
any cardinal meaning is lost when we re-weight variables by economically meaningless factors
such as inverse covariances. Such indices are of little help to decision-makers who care not just
whether or not all effects were precisely zero (which in any case no one believes to begin with),
but about magnitudes.

The good news is that economics offers a coherent approach to valuation. Consider someone
with preferences represented by u(x, z) over things x that they can choose (consumption, labor
supply, etc.) and things z that they cannot, and a budget constraint p(x) ≤ y + t where y is
exogenous non-transfer income, t a cash transfer, and p(x) the net price of choices x. Their
indirect utility is

v(z, p, y + t) = max
x

u(x, z)

s.t. p(x) ≤ y + t
(1)

We can then ask how they would value any given change in their circumstances by asking what
change in y would yield the equivalent change in v. We see immediately that increasing t is
equivalent to increasing y; we have discovered the tautology that, from the point of view of the
recipient, the value of $1 is $1. This not a deep point; it is an immediate consequence of using
money as a numeraire. But it is a useful place to start, as it forces us to to be precise about
why we think things are not so simple. In what follows we will adapt the problem (1) in three
different ways to illustrate three senses in which $1 is not simply $1, and work out what tasks
each then implies for empirical research.

2.1 Incidence

Knowing their particular circumstances in life, an agent solving (1) would value a policy that
gives them $1 at $1, and a policy that gives $1 to anyone else at $0. But now suppose we place the
same agent behind a “veil of ignorance” so that they do not know their exact circumstances—
whether, for example, their income will be high (y) with probability π or low (y < y) with
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probability 1− π. Then their expected indirect utility is

(2) πv(z, p, y + t(y)) + (1− π)v(z, p, y + t(y))

If they are averse to income risk, this expression will be higher for more progressive transfer
policies t(y).

This is one important reason to study the targeting of transfer programs. The more pro-
gressive their incidence, the more value—assessed using criteria like (2)—they create per dollar.
Another is that recipients stress the importance of fair and appropriate selection processes in
their feedback (Wingfield et al., 2023; Samuels et al., 2013), both per se and because they
anticipate that, depending on the process, transfers can give rise either to greater cohesion or
to jealousy, tension and conflict within their communities. In the longer run, targeting meth-
ods may affect the kinds of constituencies that form around a program and advocate for its
continuation. Finally, targeting methods (including conditions, in the case of conditional cash
transfers) may create (dis)incentives. Cash transfers are typically not means-tested and hence
are unlikely to generate the kinds of mechanical disincentives to earn emphasized in rich-country
public finance following Mirrlees (1971); the question is rather whether the alternative target-
ing methods used, such as proxy means tests, generate distortions of their own (on which see
Banerjee et al. (2020b)).

For a general review of work on targeting per se, we defer to Alatas et al. (2024) in this
volume. We focus here on one issue that is particularly germane to cash transfers, and less
prominent in the targeting literature: the allocation of resources within households. The ul-
timate incidence of transfers depends both on which households receive them, and how those
households divvy them up. It is notoriously hard to measure resource allocation within house-
holds; standard surveys do not even attempt to separately measure the consumption of different
members, for example. (Exceptions that prove the rule include some project-specific surveys
and Brazil’s Household Budget Surveys.) And yet there is enough evidence to make a persuasive
case that meaningful inequities exist. Overall spending patterns vary with the source of income
(including from cash transfers) in ways that do not match the “income pooling” implication
of the unitary model of the household (Lundberg and Pollak, 2008). Even if we attribute this
mismatch to unobserved factors, it is harder to explain away inequities in directly measured
allocations—the fact, for example, that some households invest more in male than in female
children (Barcellos et al., 2014).

What does this mean for targeting? To be concrete, consider the finding in Brown et al.
(2019) that the majority of underweight women and undernourished children in Sub-Saharan
Africa are found in households that are not among the poorest in per-capita consumption terms.
Standard algorithms are trained to avoid selecting these households. Should we include them?
Or does the very fact that these households have divided existing resources unequally imply
that incremental resources would not reach their most deprived members, making them less
attractive to target? There are both “income” and “price” effects here, so to speak, pushing in
different directions.

One path forward might be to target treatment effects on individual-level outcomes rather
than deprivation at the household level. This approach would ask, “how do we target the
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households in which effects on the most deprived members are largest,” as opposed to “how do
we target the most deprived households.” Recently developed tools for estimating heterogeneous
effects, as in Haushofer et al. (2022), could be applied. But the traverse from heterogeneous
effects to optimal policy would still require care. Comparing impacts on the nutrition intake of
children to that of adults, for instance, would require adjustments akin to classic “equivalence
scales” which are difficult to convincingly identify (Lewbel and Pendakur, 2016).

Another potential lever is selecting which household member receives the transfer. Ironically
it is so common to issue transfers to female heads of households (at least nominally) that there is
relatively little evidence on how much this matters. Only a few studies directly vary the rule for
selecting recipient gender, and the picture that emerges from these is unclear. Some simply are
not powered to rule out large differences (e.g. Haushofer and Shapiro (2016) in Kenya) or study
transfers with features like conditions or “labels” attached which may have constrained how they
were used (e.g. Benhassine et al. (2015) in Morocco). And among the more dispositive results
there is quite a bit of variety. Consider impacts on nutrition: Somville et al. (2020) reject large
differences in expenditure shares on food in India, while Armand et al. (2020) estimate that
giving transfers to women significantly increased food shares in Macedonia, and Akresh et al.
(2016) find that giving transfers to men had significantly larger effects on children’s nutrition
in Burkina Faso (as well as on some measures of investment and production). Overall our
view is that there is limited evidence that women systematically use money in ways that are
“better” than men, but also that this is inessential to rationalize transfers to women: there is
a strong argument to give transfers to the household members with the least influence purely
on a priori distributional grounds. And recipients themselves—especially women and people
with disabilities—do describe receiving transfers as being empowering and making them more
independent (Wingfield et al., 2023).

Assuming along these lines that most social protection transfers will continue to be issued
“to women,” does it matter what exactly this means—that is, how the transfers are delivered?
It seems reasonable to infer this from evidence on the adjacent problems of loan disbursement
(Riley, 2023) and wage payment (Field et al., 2021), where paying women directly into digital
accounts which they control has made a difference. But it has not, to our knowledge, been tested
in the domain of social protection specifically. Pushing even further in this direction, one could
decouple transfer receipt from household membership entirely. This could have empowerment
effects through changing outside options: a woman could continue to receive transfers after
separating from her partner, for example. We know of one ongoing study (our own, in Kenya)
that examines transfers with this feature, but that one does not compare to more conventional
transfers attached to household membership.

An unfortunate feature these questions share is that they are quite demanding to study in
terms of statistical power. Suppose that the average effect of a transfer on some outcome is
Xσ, and that the differential effect of delivering it to a woman v.s. a man is 0.2Xσ (say). In
economic terms, this is a substantial difference. But rejecting the null that it is zero requires
25 times the sample size as rejecting the null that the transfer itself has no impact. This
harsh arithmetic may be one reason we see few studies of this type. Part of the disconnect
is, of course, that testing hypotheses at the 95% level is not a sensible way to make practical
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decisions, but it seems likely to remain the norm. Given this, one under-utilized alternative is
to elicit preferences. It will often be much easier and more informative to ask women whether
they would prefer to receive $1 herself or to have their husbands receive $Y than to power a
large RCT to test for differential effects.

2.2 Financial Market Imperfections

Households at or near the extreme poverty line often face severe financial constraints. The
instruments available to them for saving, borrowing and insuring are limited, expensive, and
unreliable. They struggle to manage cash flow, accumulate large enough lump sums to make
investments, and so on (c.f. Collins et al., (2009)). All this should matter, one might think,
for how we value cash transfer programs. A $1 transfer could have disproportionate value in a
second-best world of imperfect financial markets if it enables the recipient to achieve a resource
allocation closer to the first-best.

To illustrate this formally, we must extend the problem in (1) to make household finance, in
the sense of moving money across time or across states of the world, possible. Let us consider
two possible states defined by realizations of an income shock: income may be either high (y)
with probability π or low (y < y) with probability 1−π. If actuarially fair insurance is available
then the agent can perfectly insure himself, obtaining indirect utility

(3) v(z, p, π(y + t(y)) + (1− π)(y + t(y)))

regardless of the state. In this case the expected value πt(y) + (1 − π)t(y) of the transfer is a
sufficient statistic for utility, and so increasing it by $1 is always worth $1 of non-contingent
income, whether the transfer itself is contingent or not. But if no insurance is available the
agent’s indirect utility is equivalent to expression (2) above, and in this case a $1 increase in
expected transfer value can be worth more than a $1 increase in non-contingent income if the
transfer value is concentrated in the low state.

This scenario captures a core part of what was meant by “social protection” in the first place
(although official definitions have come to encompass a much broader array of objectives). When
a bread-winner gets sick, cannot work, and on top of this needs expensive medical treatment,
for example, it may be hard to ensure that everyone gets enough to eat. Well-designed transfer
programs can help prevent such routine tragedies.

The research question this motivates is how well-correlated transfers are with shocks. With
respect to aggregate shocks such as natural disasters and macroeconomic crises, governments
have taken various approaches to achieving this, including introducing new transfer schemes
and expanding eligibility for or the generosity of existing ones, under the heading of “shock-
responsive social protection” (Oxford Policy Management, 2017, Section 7). It would be useful
to assess the bottom-line performance of these efforts using metrics such as the high-frequency
covariance between public transfers and income from other sources in household panel data.
It may also be fruitful to study the performance of the reinsurance market for the relevant
aggregate risks: in theory, governments should purchase insurance contracts whose payouts are
linked to their social protection programs, but such sovereign risk financing is relatively nascent.
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And it could be useful to develop and test transfers whose size is linked to the prices of essential
commodities, as otherwise the recipients may face non-trivial risk in terms of real consumption
possibilities (Gadenne et al., 2021).

Idiosyncratic shocks are another matter. One could argue that these are better addressed us-
ing explicit insurance schemes (for health, unemployment, and so on) rather than cash transfers.
But such schemes are rare (or inapplicable) in low-income countries, so the question whether
cash transfers could be made more responsive to shocks remains relevant. Targeting as it is
typically done—infrequently, using proxy means tests that emphasize slow-moving indicators of
well-being such as assets—is unlikely to achieve this. The fortunes of low-income households
are far more volatile, with many in the same communities moving both out of and into extreme
poverty in a given year (Baulch and Hoddinott, 2000; Krishna, 2010). It would be useful to
develop and test new approaches here. Another alternative might be to explicitly target house-
holds based on their vulnerability to future shocks, as opposed to their current situation per
se, as suggested for example by (Carter and Janzen, 2018). Alternatively, households could be
given the option to receive insurance in lieu of (part of) their non-contingent cash transfers,
effectively using the transfers to address intertemporal barriers to insurance takeup (Casaburi
and Willis, 2018).

A second, weaker thesis is that even if transfers themselves are not indexed to shocks,
providing them to vulnerable households will reduce the likelihood that they have to forego
necessities when the shocks hit. In this view, useful metrics for a cash transfer program are
how well it targets shock-prone households, or how much it affects consumption’s variance
over time or covariance with shocks. Notice that these are question about how transfers affect
consumption’s second moments, not whether they affect consumption on average (a surprisingly
popular question). Asfaw et al. (2017), for example, document that transfers significantly reduce
the effect of weather shocks on food expenditure and caloric intake. Interpreting these kinds of
results can be subtle, however. If a household is given enough money to eat well during a shock
and still chooses not to, that could simply indicate that it valued some other use of the money
even more.

Transfers may also affect the profile of risks that households face in the first place by inducing
them to change how they earn, where they live, and so on. This idea has drawn attention
particularly in relation to the risks posed by climate change. But, again, the interpretation of
effects here requires some care. A household might appropriately choose to taken on more risk
after receiving a transfer (or after learning that it will receive future transfers) in pursuit of
higher returns. Banerjee et al. (2020a) find, for example, that households receiving a long-term
stream of “basic income” lost more business revenue at the start of the pandemic—because they
had been more likely to start a business previously, and thus had more to lose—but also suffered
less from hunger.

As this example calls to mind, imperfect financial markets limit investment as well as
consumption-smoothing. Transfers may then affect not just who can claim the returns on
investments, but also which investments get made in the first place. What does this mean for
optimal policy? One common intuition is that it makes redistribution more attractive overall.
People who have less to begin with are perhaps more likely to have untapped high-yield invest-
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ment opportunities, as well higher marginal value to consumption (and if this effect dominates
any incentive effects then there might not even be a trade-off between equity and efficiency).
This idea has played an important role in the financing of cash transfer programs—the Inter-
American Development Bank began lending to support cash transfer programs in Latin America,
for example, after deciding that they could be viewed as a form of investment. Many papers have
studied the impacts of cash transfers on investment (in either or both of physical and human
capital) with this idea in mind. (Gertler et al., 2012), for example, start from the hypothesis
that transfers can increase investment in the presence of either credit constraints or uninsured
risk, and then show that Progressa transfers did indeed increase agricultural investment and
earnings in Mexico.

There are some subtleties to assessing such arguments. The first is simply that the distinction
between “investment” and “saving” is often blurry in practice. Consider a household that is
not credit constrained, but that cannot access a savings account paying a non-negative real
interest rate at a financial institution it trusts. When it receives a temporary cash transfer, this
household uses some of the money to increase its holdings of a liquid but relatively low-return
asset (perhaps small livestock). We might easily misinterpret this as evidence that the transfers
relaxed a credit constraint, when in fact it is evidence of a persistent problem in the market
for savings vehicles. These are very different interpretations of the same data, and (to our
knowledge) the literature has not yet grappled with how to separate them.

A second subtlety is even if some households do have under-exploited high-return investment
opportunities, this may already be captured implicitly by analyses that consider only their
consumption today. Suppose that each household h faces an idiosyncratic rate of return rh on
investment (because there is no financial intermediation) but can invest as much or as little as
it wants at that rate. The standard Euler equation

(4) u′(cth) = δrhu
′(ct+1

h )

may then imply that consumption cth today is decreasing in rh. Intuitively, households with high-
return opportunities will voluntarily choose to consume less today in order to take advantage
of those opportunities, and will thus appear more deprived in terms of present consumption.
As a result u′(cth) remains a sufficient statistic for the social value of an incremental transfer
to h, just as it would be if returns were equalized (rh = r∀h). No information on investment,
earnings, or future consumption ct+1

h is required.
This simplification breaks down when investment opportunities are lumpy. In that case first-

order conditions such as (4) no longer fully characterize household behavior. A household might
have a high value of cth not because it has no high-return investment opportunities, but because
the opportunities it does have are indivisible and it does not have quite enough money to cover
their cost. Treatment effects on investment, earnings, and (future) consumption may then vary
independently from initial deprivation. This is what (Haushofer et al., 2022) find. They use
household covariates to predict both deprivation and the impacts of cash transfers, and find that
impacts vary substantially conditional on deprivation, with the result that welfare-maximizing
allocations typically condition on impact as well as on deprivation.

Another piece of evidence for this view comes from studies that compare smooth v.s. lumpy
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payment streams, holding fixed the total amount. This distinction would be irrelevant in a
world of perfect financial markets (since any payment stream could be re-engineered into any
other NPV-equivalent stream), and would not matter for investment behavior if investment
opportunities were not lumpy. But impact evaluations have typically found meaningful differ-
ences, with lumpy payments inducing more investment in lumpy assets (Haushofer and Shapiro,
2016; Aguila et al., 2017) and larger impacts on aggregate economic activity (Banerjee et al.,
2023). And when given a choice recipients have overwhelmingly chosen relatively lumpy pay-
ment schedules (Kansikas et al., 2023), as one would expect if they find accumulating lump
sums both valuable and difficult. This is consistent with the popularity of institutions such as
ROSCAs (for example see the Global Findex, especially for economies in sub-Saharan Africa),
which enable participants to convert income streams into larger lumps of cash, in many parts
of the world. All of this suggests an important opportunity to redesign existing social protec-
tion (and humanitarian) programs—which typically deliver cash transfers in a series of small
payments—in ways that increase welfare.

How big should the lumps be? In principle there is a tradeoff between giving smaller transfers
to more households or larger transfers to fewer, the terms of which depend on the distribution
of lumpy investment opportunities across households. One instinct might be to learn about this
distribution by experimentally varying transfer size. This turns out to be difficult. One obstacle
is power. Suppose that a transfer of size 2t has 1.6 times the impact of a transfer of size t.
Economically, this is a large deviation from constant returns, but statistically it implies that
we need 25 times the sample to detect differences between treatment groups as to detect the
effect of size t transfers per se. Aggregating across studies, as Kondylis and Loeser (2021) do,
can increase sample size, but there is no reason to expect the distribution of lumpy investment
opportunities to be similar across contexts. Another obstacle involves measurement. Different
lumpy investments yield different kinds of value over different time horizons. A motorcycle
yields revenue quickly; coffee or cocoa trees yield revenue only after several years; education
yields higher wages (and perhaps intangible benefits) over a lifetime; a more durable metal roof
yields savings on repair costs; a larger house yields a flow of use value. Putting all of these
investments on a truly even footing seems very difficult, and we do not know of any attempts
to do so. Overall, the optimal sizing of wealth transfers remains an important open problem.

Another margin on which transfer design can likely be improved is timing. Social protection
programs typically default to a regular schedule of payments throughout the year. This would
not matter if financial markets (and self-control, and foresight) were perfect: recipients could re-
engineer any pattern of cash inflows into any desired pattern of outflows. However, in practice,
cash flow management is a major challenge for low-income households. Transfers that show up
when school fees are due, or when fertilizer must be purchased, or during the “lean season” when
many go hungry, are likely to have disproportionate value. In the few cases where recipients
have been asked, they often prefer irregular timing (Kansikas et al., 2023, Section 3.4). It
would be useful to measure more systematically the demand for and impacts of contextually
appropriate timing, and also to try pairing social protection transfers with budgeting exercises
such as that in Augenblick et al. (2023).
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2.3 Externalities

Cash transfers are likely to affect people other than those who initially receive them. In part this
is simply because recipients use them to transact—buying things, putting money into financial
vehicles, and so on—and these transactions affect the counterparties in some way. Notice that
this feature distinguishes cash from in-kind transfers such as food, which might conceivably be
consumed without immediately affecting anyone else.

Beyond the transactions themselves, cash transfers have been shown to induce a number of
behavioral responses which are likely to have either pecuniary or non-pecuniary external effects.
They tend to increase labor supply (Banerjee et al., 2017) and to induce substitution from wage-
into self-employment, which will affect wages. They often increase schooling, which we think
(though it is hard to prove) has external effects. Even consumption increases on their own will
probably have some environmental consequences. And so on. Enriching the simple problem (1)
we began with to reflect such possibilities would yield an indirect utility function like

(5) v(z(t), p(; t), y(t) + t)

under which increasing t by $1 could evidently raise utility by more or by less than $1 of
exogenous income.

One important class of external effects are those on government budgets. Changes in con-
sumption, labor supply, and output will typically affect tax revenue. Changes in participation
in other government programs may affect public expenditure. The true cost of a cash transfer
program includes these fiscal externalities as well as the accounting costs of the program it-
self. This point features prominently in recent work in public finance; Finkelstein and Hendren
(2020), for example, begin their illustration of the Marginal Value of Public Funds concept by
analyzing an increase in the generosity of a cash transfer, summarizing as follows:

“...we start with a benchmark case of a small increase in a cash transfer that only
affects its recipients, whose response to the policy is privately optimal. Under these
assumptions, we show that estimates of causal effects of the policy are needed only
for estimating the policy’s costs, not its benefits.”

Whether on the cost or benefit side, external effects have been under-emphasized in the
program evaluation literature. Indeed they have even been viewed at times as a nuisance
parameter. Take the common argument that spillovers are not a major concern because the
share of people treated within each community or market (say) was small. This is coherent
insofar as we only want estimates of treatment effects on the treated. If the expected spillover
effect on any one neighbor is small, then the bias induced by using neighbors as counterfactuals
is small. But because there are many affected neighbors the total spillover effect may be large!
If we care about aggregate well-being, we should be keen to capture such effects.

In fairness, it is much easier to measure behavioral responses than the broader consequences
these have for the rest of society. When transfers have far-reaching effects like those described
above, how can we find any good counterfactuals? One approach is to directly estimate both
direct and indirect effects using a spatial approach, pairing experiments (natural or otherwise) in
which the unit of treatment assignment is large with some assumption about how space bounds
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the effects (Muralidharan and Niehaus, 2017). The classic example in this genre is village-
level randomization paired with the assumption that spillovers are contained within villages.
This is what (Angelucci and De Giorgi, 2009) did in an influential early study of Progressa in
Mexico, for example, estimating that much of the benefit of the program accrued to ineligible
households, whose food consumption increased by 50% as much as that of eligibles. Of course,
the assumption that economic spillovers are contained within villages—or more generally within
any administrative unit—is itself surely wrong to some extent. But recent work has shown that
it is also possible to achieve consistent and rate-optimal estimation of the total effect of a
program under the weaker assumption that spillovers decay across space at some bounded rate
(Leung, 2022; Faridani and Niehaus, 2022).

What we know today about external effects comes largely from a small group of studies
that take such a spatial approach, starting with Angelucci and De Giorgi. Two subsequent
studies have measured impacts on aggregate output, and found substantial effects: Egger et al.
(2022) estimate that output increased by $2.5 for every $1 of NGO transfers in rural Kenya,
and Gerard et al. (2021) estimate that an expansion of social protection transfers in Brazilian
municipalities increased output by 1.7%. In the former case this expansion had little detectable
effect on local government finances (Walker, 2018), while in the latter tax revenue increased by
2.7%. Estimated effects on price levels have generally been modest, but with some exceptions
and nuances. In rural Kenya, for example, large inflows amounting to 15% of GDP raised
consumer goods prices by 0.1–0.2% (Egger et al., 2022). In Mexico, Progressa transfers did
not significantly change prices on average, but did increase quantity discounts (Attanasio and
Pastorino, 2020). Unconditional transfers had no significant effects on average, but raised food
prices by 1.5% in more remote villages where they amounted to 10% of aggregate income (in
contrast to food transfers, which lowered prices) (Cunha et al., 2019).

Collectively these studies demonstrate that external or “general equilibrium” effects can be
first-order to any bottom-line assessment of a cash transfer program. But there are few of
them. Statistical power remains a serious hurdle. Many studies use spatial designs and test for
spillovers but report inconclusive results, with confidence intervals spanning a range of values
with very different economic implications. This is not surprising: a typical design featuring both
within- and between-village randomization, for example, will generally be far better-powered to
detect differences within than between villages.

There are also open questions about the dynamics of these effects. Rich-country macroe-
conomists typically expect the stimulus effects of transfers to be short-lived, while development
economists have conjectured that aggregate demand shocks could stimulate a “big push” with
longer-lasting effects. The estimated effects on output above are time-averaged over periods
of 27 months after one-time transfers (Egger et al., 2022) and three years after the onset of
ongoing transfers (Gerard et al., 2021), respectively. It is an open question by how much (if at
all) estimates of the total multiplier effect would increase with longer-term measurement.

These difficulties make it all the more important to assess how well we can predict and
value the aggregate effects of transfers in advance. One could do this using a combination
of general equilibrium modeling and partial equilibrium estimates of behavioral responses in
domains where externalities are thought to be important, including health (Dupas and Miguel,
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2017), education (see Snilstveit et al., 2015), environment, and crime (see for example Blattman
et al., 2017). Estimates of the size of the externalities would also be of great value; to take
a canonical example, effects on years of schooling should be multiplied by the external (not
the private) returns to schooling to obtain the total external effect. Exercises like this would
lend themselves to testable predictions about how transfers interact with other forms of public
spending—whether constructing more roads would alter the macroeconomic effects of transfers,
for example—which would speak to the higher-level budget allocation decisions that policy-
makers face.

3 Where?

Considering the various quantities we have discussed above—the incidence of transfers within
households, the covariance of transfers with shocks, the excess investment returns generated
particularly by lumpy transfers, the externalities working through education, aggregate demand,
public budgets, and so on—there is no reason to expect them to be the same everywhere. On
the contrary, one could (and in some cases people have) build economic models to try to predict
how they vary. Given this, our working hypothesis should be that it matters where future
empirical research is done.

All else equal, one would ideally allocate more research effort to places where research
is inexpensive; where we have weak priors; and where many people will benefit from better
estimates. We do not have the data or space to explore all of these issues. But on the last point
we can get some sense by examining the distribution of past research across low- and middle-
income countries. To this end we searched the 3ie Development Evidence Portal for completed
experimental evaluations of conditional or unconditional cash transfers, identifying 315 in total,
with new studies appearing at an increasing rate from 2000 onward (Figure 1; see table notes
for details of the query). This sample likely omits some studies that we would ideally include
and includes some that we would omit, but we expect it to give a reasonably accurate picture
of the relative availability of evidence across space.

That picture is very uneven. Figure 2 plots the geographic distribution of studies relative
to population, illustrating some striking disparities. Kenya, for example, has 10 times as large
a share of LMIC cash transfer evaluations as it has of LMIC population. Mexico has 8.5 times
as many. Near the other end of the spectrum, India—with 21% of LMIC population—has just
1.6% of LMIC studies. These highly skewed distributions echo those for empirical research in
economics more generally (Das et al., 2013).

We suspect that future work on cash transfers will have more value if it is done in more
diverse places. There are sizeable opportunities still on the table. In India, for example,
there has been much discussion about whether to replace in-kind food transfers with cash
transfers, but very little evidence on the consequences this would have, particularly for food
prices in different parts of the country. China’s Dibao scheme is one of the largest in the world,
reaching 53 million people as of 2017, and also one of the least-studied. Namibia hosted the first
significant pilot of universal basic income in a low-income country, but the idea went no further
due (it seems) to untested concerns that giving Namibians money would make them lazy (see
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Banerjee et al., 2020a).
What of the incentives to do this kind of research? Some worry that professional returns are

lower for “replications” than for clever new insights. But, in this case, there are both contexts
and concepts that are understudied, and hence room to be innovative on both dimensions at
once. And in any case our whole argument is that we should not expect results to “replicate.”
The quantities we have emphasized here are not fundamental constants. They are the sorts of
things we should expect to vary, and expect economic modelling to enable us to predict—to
extrapolate from what happened in one place at one time and anticipate what will happen
in another place at another time. Testing how effectively we can do so is not a box-ticking
replication exercise; it is the essence of the scientific method.
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Figure 1: Cash Transfer Evaluations by Year
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This figure plots trends in the rate of release of experimental evaluations of cash transfers as recorded in the
3ie Development Evidence Portal. To obtain this sample we first searched on the string “cash transfers” and
then filtered the results to restrict attention to experimental evaluations in which one of the interventions was a
conditional cash transfer or an unconditional cash transfer. We further excluded from the results studies whose
status was not “completed.”

Figure 2: Cash Transfer Evaluations per Million Inhabitants, by Country
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This figure plots the geographic distribution of experimental evaluations of cash transfers as recorded in the 3ie
Development Evidence Portal relative to population. See notes to Figure 1 for details.
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